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Both the “Heavy-Ion Synchrotron” (SIS) [I] nnd the “Ex- 
perimental Storage Ring” (ESR) (21 are designed for benm 
rrccnmnlrrtion and beam extraction. The concepts are dif- 
ferent in each machine nccording to the specific beam- 
properties and requirements. IX this article a summnry 
of the technical realisntion of the iiection nnd txtrnction 
systems and the operntion results are given. 

r type I durstion 1 

11 stochastic 1 2 - 10 1 
ESR II I 1 

charge ch. 10 _ 1000 (*) 1 

(*) = estimated 

1 INJECTION MODES 

1. I Multiturn-Injection (SIS) 

The UNILAC, the idector for the SIS, delivers the ion 
beam with a macropulse-length between 0.5 and 5 ms. 
In the SIS the beam is sccumolnted by stacking in the 
horizontal phase space (“Multiturn-injection”) with 4 fast 
rnmped bump-magnets. 

The injection-line, designed for ions with n magnetic rigid- 
ity between 0.5 and 4.5 Tm, consists of nn electrostatic 
“chopper”, matching quadrupoles, an inflector magnet, 
and nn electrostatic wire-septum. 
The injected emittnnces nre ne.v 5~ mm mrad both in 
her. nnd vert. phase space; the SIS hor. acceptance is 
colculnted to be about 200x mm mrad, corresponding to 
* maximal accumulation factor of 40. 
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Figure 1: Multitnrn-Injection nt SIS 
The upper trme shows the beam-transformer signal in the 
iqjection bean-line; the lower shows the beam aceumuln- 
tion in SIS over 20 turns. 

The mrrximnl achieved nccnmnlation factor is near 30, 
which is close to the theoretical one, if the theoreticnllosses 
during the process rwc tsken into account. 

1.2 Fast Injection (ESR, SIS) 

After feat extraction nt SIS the ion beam is injected into 
the ESR by mcnns of i’fnst injection” with “bunch-to- 
bucket” tmnsfer. The incoming beam ie deflected to a 
stable injection orbit by 8 C-shaped kickermngnet, con- 
sisting of 3 modules in one vncnom vessel. The “double- 
shot” operation mode allows a rapid transfer of two times 
2 bunches, that cm be accepted by the ESR, within one 
SIS-cycle (see Fig. 2). Beam accumulation is done in 
the longitudirml phase-space by the RF-stacking method; 
during this injection process beam cooling by means of 
the electron-cooler is performed on the Rccnmnulntion-orbit. 
Cooling on the injection orbit is possible RJ well, either 
with the electron-cooler and/or in the near futnre by 
stocbnstic cooling. This injection procedure has become 
B rontine operation mode; improvements of the injection- 
and accumulation efficiency me necessary. 
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Figure 2: Fnat Injection into the ESR. 
Two times 2 cmt of 4 SIS bunches are injected 
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For the SIS Reinjection mode the ESR serves as the In- 
jector for the SIS. The cooled ion benm with R maximrrl 
mngn. rigidity of 10 Tm is fast extracted from the ESR and 
iiected (“bnnch-to bucket transfer”) into SIS for postac- 
celcrntion 11p to 18 Tm and delivered to the experimental 
R~CIIB by means of fiat or slow extrnction. The fast in- 
flecting device in SIS is the kickermngnet, that is nlso used 
for fast extraction; 4 auxilinry coils within special bend- 
ing magnets create R locnl closed orbit bump to minimize 
the required kick-strength; the 3 magnetic injection septs 
RX switched in series and connected to n special designed 
pulsed power supply. 

2 EXTRACTION MODES 

2.1 Fast-Extraction (SE, ESR) 

The fast extraction mode is used for beam transfer to the 
ESR and for experiments, which need high-intense pnlse 
cnrrents. The main device for this operation mode is the 
kickermagnet (also used for Reinjcction), which is housed 
in two YRCUU~ vessels. In total 9 parallel switched kicker 
modules wan be excited sychronously at mnximnl beam 
rigidity, in order to deflect the beam into the extraction 
channel. The deflection time cull be varied continously be- 
tween 200 and 3000 ns; thus, a various number of bunches 
can be cxtrrrcted. Due to the special power-snpply design a 
second extraction is possible after at last 30 ms (“double- 
shot”). 
In the extrtlction channel the beam is deflected by 3 
septum-magnets, which are switched in series and con- 
nected to the power-snpply of the main dipoles; this ex- 
trwtion channel is used both for fast R slow extraction. 

The extrrrction efficiency cnn be estimated to be around 
90%. 

At the ESR a cooled ion beam with n mngnetic rigidity 
between 1 and 10 Tm cnn be fast extracted to the SIS (SIS- 
Reinjection) with the ESR iujection kicker. This mode was 
nlreody strcceasfr~lly tested. 

2.2 Slow-Extraction modes (SIS, ESR) 

At SIS the Resonance-Extraction mode is nsed for most 
high energy experiments within a wide energy-range np to 
D mnximnm magnetic rigidity of 18 Tm. After accelero- 
tion the beam is gradonlly driven into n horizontal l/3- 
order resonance by means of 6 scxtnpoles and two fast 
qundrnpoles. The unstnble particles are deflected into the 
extrwtion channel by sn electroatntic wire septum. 
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Figure 3: Slow (resonant) extrnction at SIS with rapid spill 
interruption 

Due to the qnality of the magnet power-supplies, R spill 
duration of up to 7 s with moderate time structure on the 
spill is achieved. Extraction efficiencies around 85% were 
reached; beam emittnnces of 2 I mm mred (horizontal) 
and 4 7 mm mrad (vertical) were measured at high encr- 
gies (1000 MeV/u) [3]. 
Fast interruption (sbont 200 JLJ) of the extracted beam is 
possible by the request of the experimentalists [4] (see Fig. 

3). 
Beside the l/J-order resonance-extraction 2 additional 
slow extraction modes are under investigation at the ESR. 
The first mode is the beam extraction, which takes nd- 
vantage from electron capture- and electron stripping- 
processes by the electron cooler and the intern81 ges- 
target, lending to R change of the magnetic rigidity of the 
circul&ing ions. Beam simolntions show (see Fig. 4), that 
due to the diRerent orbits these ions can be deflected into 
the extraction channel MS by 2 deflecting devices: one 
small septum magnet ESM for the ions having cnptured an 
electron and the clectrostrrtic septum ES (that is also used 
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for the resonant extraction) for the stripped ions. (Fig. 4) 
The ndvontnge of this type of extrnctiolr is the preservn- 
tion of the excellent brnm qunlity (emittsnce, momentom 
spread), that is achieved by the electron-cooling. The ex- 
traction time, which depends on the stripping- and ceptnre 
cross-sections that CRY be resched, are estinmted between 
some seconds up to several minutes. 

. ,I, 

Figure 4: Different Orbits for Charge-chnngc-Extraction 
Au+77 (electron capture in electron-cooler), Au+76 (in- 
jected henm), Au+79 (electron stripping in the gas-target) 

A third slow extraction mode under investigation is the 
‘stochnstic’ extraction, that is used at LEAR for spill dorrr- 
tions up to 1 hour. Within n thesis nt GSI 151 experiments 
of this type of extraction hnve been performed at SIS in 
order to exsmine the spill performance for extraction times 
of some seconds. 

Figure 5: Shaping of nn “On+-beam at 697 MeV/u 
Both the momentum-distribution before (genssian) and nf- 
ter shaping with a noise of 4 kHz bandwidth, applied dur- 
ing 1 s with R voltage of U = 750 V, are shown. 

shnping and the diffusion process to the l/3 order reso- 
nnnce are crentcd by means of n digit81 noise-generator 
connected vin n mixer to one of the SIS nccclernting cnif- 
ities. Comparisons between the resonrmt- and stochastic 
extrnction showed, that the spill-modnlation is similnr for 
extraction-times in the order of o few seconds; emittnnce 
measurements of the extracted benm indicate identical 
transverse emittnnces, but, as expected, in contrary to the 
resonant extraction a constant momentum of the spill for 
the stochastic extrnctionmodr. It wns nlso shown, that the 
influence of n power-snpply ripple on the spill modulation 
is much poorer for the stochastic extraction. This extrac- 
tion mode is intended especially for the ESR-operation in 
the stretcher mode for spill duntions from (L few seconds 
up to several minutes. 
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Figure 6: Stochastic extraction from SIS 
The spill, mensnred by R scintillator in the extrwtion line, 
is shown 
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Both low-frequency noise emplitudes used for the besm- 
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